
- Aluminum alloy frame with HPL com-

pact board body

- One drawer with lock

- Middle open cabinet

- One cabinet at bottom

- Foldable over bed table

- Height of dinning table is adjustable 

from 780mm to 1110mm

- The top of dinning table can be tilting, 

also foldable

Tel : +86 15250358182

E-mail : info@medik-medical.com

YA-B01
BEDSIDE CABINENT

Hospital room management is becoming serious 

and imperative, hospital furniture design is consid-

ering the space saving. This bedside with built in 

over bed table is designed in considering the space 

occupation and easy management. Sometimes, 

the hospital is facing difficulty for over bed table 

storage when not in use.

Adjustment panels

Main features

The overbed table is height-adjustable 

and tiltable, and comes as standard in 

the same decor as the front panels 

(standard).Just press the panel to 

unfold the table quickly and easily 

without using any tools. And it can 

rotate the table top to provide the most 

comfortable angle for the patient.

Minimum height

Expansion length

Folding length

Side board size

Side board height

Drawer size

Small cabinet size

Hollow inter-layer

Table size

85cm

102cm

59cm

45*31.5cm

77-102cm

40*33*8cm

44*36.5*24cm

44*36.5*25cm

51*40cm

ITEM PARAMETERS

Towel rack
There is a towel rack on the side, which is 

convenient for patients to hang towels and make 

full use of all the space

Drawer & 
large storage space
The cabinet is notable for its particularly 

practical and versatile storage options. The 

stable table top, with one large storage 

drawer , a roomy compartment  just above 

floor level offer easily accessible storage for 

important everyday things.

Castors
Four heavy duty castors,

two with brakes and with a 

fifth castor to  makes it 

resistant to tipping

Multifunctional dining table
The height-adjustable bedside table is perfect for eating, 

holding drinks or nursing utensils. To save space, the 

folding bed can be folded up when not in use. MEDIK's 

clear style, its straight line and wide bow handle can 

perfectly fit any interior design.

External dimensions/height adjustment range:

40.0 cm 51.0 cm

51 x 40 cm

102.0 cm

59.0 cm
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